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what must they do to understand it?
The Bible is the voice of God speaking
to us (Testimonies, Vol. 5, p. 533).
But how does God speak to men
through the Bible? Obviously He
speaks through the words of men. He
speaks in human language. God's Spirit
inspired human authors to speak and
write for God. "The truths revealed
are all `given by inspiration of God;'
yet they are expressed in the words of
men and are adapted to human
needs."—Testimonies, Vol. 5, p. 747.
Thus the Bible consists of a marvelous
and mysterious combination of the
divine and the human. To understand
such a book requires a combination of
human effort and divine aid.
The Bible consists of a marvelous
and mysterious combination of
the divine and the human.

How to Read
the Bible
Part 5
by Walter F. Specht

A

nEthiopian court official was
returning from Jerusalem to his native
land. As he rode southward toward
Gaza in his chariot, he was reading
aloud the book of Isaiah. Philip, the
evangelist, had been divinely directed
to meet him on that wilderness road.
As he heard the Ethiopian reading
what we call Isaiah 53, he asked, "Do
you understand what you are reading?" (Acts 8:30).
As you read the Bible today, do you
understand what you are reading? The
Bible is a revelation of the will of God.
It was therefore meant to be understood. The ability to understand the
Scriptures is not to be confined to
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ministers and scholars. "The Bible was
not written for the scholar alone; on
the contrary, it was designed for the
common people."—Steps to Christ, p.
94. The New Testament was not written in classical Greek, but for the most
part, in the plain, simple style of
ordinary people. A large part of the
Gospels is devoted to the teachings of
One whom the common people heard
gladly (Mark 12:37). Paul's letters
were not addressed just to the leaders
of the Christian community, but to
the rank and file of the churches. The
Bible belongs to the people.
If the Bible was meant to be understood by ordinary men and women,

Since the Bible is a collection of
divine writings, one should seek for,
and claim by faith, the aid of the Holy
Spirit, the same Spirit that inspired the
writings in the beginning. This means
that a prayer for guidance should
precede Bible study. It means also that
one must approach it with humility
and with a sincere desire to know
God's will. "Never attempt to search
the Scriptures unless you are ready to
listen, unless you are ready to be a
learner, unless you are ready to listen
to the Word of God as though His
voice were speaking directly to you
from the living oracles."—SDA Bible
Commentary, Vol. 7, p. 919. Man is to
hear, to accept, and to act upon that
word.
But understanding the word requires
also human effort. The gift of the
Spirit is not a substitute for study and
painstaking investigation. Fortunately
much of the Bible is so clear and
simple that it can be understood by a
simple reading. But it also contains
many statements that will require hard
research and study.
To understand a passage of Scripture
it is necessary, for one thing, to know
the precise meaning of each word used
in it. Fortunately most of the words in
a passage have a meaning with which
the average reader is familiar. However, if one is reading the King James
Version, which the majority of people
still use, he will most likely encounter
words whose meaning is not apparent

to him. This is because the KJV is
written in sixteenth century English,
since it is based on the translation of
William Tyndale, the real father of the
English Bible. As is the case with every
language, English is constantly changing. This means that some of the
words used in the KJV have become
archaic or obsolete, while the meaning
of others has considerably changed.
Hence the average reader will need
help in understanding the meaning of
some words. A good dictionary of the
English language will often need to be
consulted. Ronald Bridges and Luther
A. Weigle in The Bible Word Book deal
exclusively with the obsolete and
archaic words of the KJV. The Language of the King James Bible, by
Melvin E. Elliott, is another helpful
book. Some editions of the KJV published at Cambridge contain among
helps in the back, "A Short Glossary
of Biblical Usage" based upon the
work of W. W. Seats, The Cambridge
Companion to the Bible, which is very
helpful. The effort put forth to understand these obsolete and archaic
words, as well as words that have
• changed in meaning, will be very rewarding, for the King James Version is
a literary classic which has had an
Man is to hear, to accept, and to
act upon that word.
incalculable influence on the language,
culture, and religion of the English• speaking world.
To illustrate the need for some help
in understanding archaic and obsolete
~~words, note the following samples: In
describing Paul's journey from
Caesarea to Jerusalem, Luke, in the
book of Acts, writes: "After those
days we took up our carriages" (Acts
21:15). By "carriages" is meant, not a
wheeled vehicle, but "luggage" or
~~"baggage," i.e., "something carried."
A few chapters later in the same book,
Luke, in describing the voyage to
Rome, says, "And from thence
[Syracuse on the island of Sicily] we
fetched a compass and came to
Rhegium" (Acts 28:13). This means
• simply that they sailed around the
island. The KJV represents Paul as
writing to the Corinthians, "We do
you to wit of the grace of God" (2
Cor. 8:1). In modern English we
would say, "We make known to you

about the grace of God." The Greek of
Jesus' words to Peter, "thou savourest
not the things that be of God" (Mark
8:33), means, "you do not set your
mind on the things of God." An
"untoward" generation (Acts 2:40) is
a "perverse" or "crooked" generation.
"I trow not" (Luke 17:9) means I
"suppose" or "think" not. To do
"despite" to the Spirit of grace is to
insult or outrage the Spirit (Heb.
10:29). The "vain jangling" of 1 Tim.
1:6 is foolish talking.

Because of the changes in the
English language many Bible readers have switched to more modern
versions.

Besides knowing the meaning of the
words used one must also correctly
analyze the grammar of a sentence if
he is to understand a statement. In. 1
Cor. 11:27, Paul declares: "Wherefore
whosoever shall eat this bread, and
drink this cup of the Lord, unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and
blood of the Lord." Many sincere
souls have absented themselves from
the Lord's Supper by a false understanding of this statement. Paul does
not say or imply that we must be
worthy to partake of the supper. No
one would ever partake on that basis.
"Unworthily" is an adverb meaning
"in an unworthy manner" and has
nothing to do with the worthiness or
unworthiness of a person to take part.
To understand a statement one must
also examine it in the light of its
context. "A text apart from its context is a pretext." One should also
compare parallel statements in other
parts of the Bible.
Readers of the KJV should be aware
of the meaning of italicized words.
These are words which are not represented by the original, but were
deemed necessary to complete the
sense of a sentence. They are not put
in italics for the sake of emphasis. The
classic illustration of the ludicrous
results that can follow from emphasizing a word in italics is found in 1 Kings
13:27. When the old prophet commanded "Saddle me the ass," the text
says "and they saddled him."

Words that have changed their meaning can be even more tricky. "Feebleminded" in 1 Thess. 5:14 has nothing
to do with a lack of mental capacity,
but means those who are "fainthearted." "Convenient" in Rom. 1:28
and Eph. 5:4 does not mean "suited to
one's comforts or needs" but rather
"fitting," "suitable," "proper."
"Straightway," "forthwith," "anon,"
and "by and by" are all translations of
the same Greek word in the Gospels,
and they all mean "immediately."
"Allow" in Luke 11:48 means "agree
with" or "approve of." "Disallowed"
in 1 Peter 2:4 means "rejected."
"Frankly" in Luke 7:42 means
"freely." "Conversation" is not just an
Emphasis should be placed on the
interchange of talk, but means "conneed of meditation as a part of
duct" or "manner of life" (1 Tim.
Bible study.
4:12). "Let" in 2 Thess. 2:6, 7 means
"hinder," whereas "prevent" in 1
Thess. 4:15 means "go before."
In conclusion, emphasis should be
Because of the changes in the
English language many Bible readers placed on the need of meditation as a
have switched to more modern ver- part of Bible study. Quiet thinking
sions, such as the Revised Standard, about the meaning of a text is essential
the New English Bible, Today's if one is to understand it. Here one
English Version, the New International should sincerely ask himself: What
Version, etc. For help on biographical, message has God placed in this verse
geographical, and historical names in for me? "One passage studied until its
the Bible consult The Seventh-day significance is clear to the mind, and
Adventist Bible Dictionary. A work its relation to the plan of salvation is
like Baker's Theological Dictionary is evident, is of more value than the
useful in understanding theological perusal of many chapters with no
words. Much help on the meaning of definite purpose in view and no posiwords can also be obtained by study- tive instruction gained."—Steps to
ing various passages where a word Christ, p. 95.
occurs. A good concordance such as
Young's or Strong's is a necessary
This is the conclusion of this fivereference tool.
part series on how to study the Bible.
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